
 

LAW AND ADVOCACY THEMATIC CONSULTATION UNDER THE COMMUNITIES OF CHANGE ALLIANCE 
PROJECT 

26TH – 27TH SEPTEMBER 2014, NAGPUR 

Backdrop 

Forests are a very integral part of India’s landscape. Forest Cover accounts for 20.6% of the total 
geographical area of the country as of 2005. In addition, Tree Cover accounts for 2.8% of India’s 
geographical area. India is one of the 12 “mega-diverse” countries in the world. Our forests hold within 
them unique wildlife, flora and fauna, and are also a source of sustainable livelihoods to over 200 million 
people in our country. Tribal communities constitute a major part of the 200 million people depending 
on forests not only for their livelihood but for food, fodder, medicine, cultural practices.  

The present times 

Over 100 days have gone by of the new political regime in the country and one of the starkest changes 
one experiences is in the domain of Tribal – Forest interface. However in the domain of ecology and 
specifically in the tribal – forest interface sector the future seems quite volatile. Some of the changes are 
captured in the snippets below.  

• 140 projects on truncated wildlife panel's clearance agenda 
• Centre open to amending laws to protect tribal rights -Javadekar defended this move saying, 

“Expansion of coal mines is a different ball game… (without such moves) you are denying them 
(tribals) the right to prosperity According to sources, deliberations have been on to look at ways 
in which the requirement of consent of gram sabhas can be changed. While denying any dilution 
of FRA, Javadekar said the issue is being looked into keeping in mind the experience of last five 
years. “If we have to amend laws, we will do it,” he said. 
(http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/centre-open-to-amending-laws-to-protect-tribal-
rights/article6416577.ece) 

• Govt dilutes green norms further, scraps Wildlife Board clearance for projects 
(http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/fresh-dilution-of-green-norms-
114091700027_1.html) 

• Mincing no words on alleged moves to amend the Forest Rights Act 2006, the Union Minister 
of Environment and Forests (MoEF) Tuesday said "if needed" NDA government would amend 
the FRA Act while stating, "tribals have every right to development and cannot be turned into 
anthropological showpieces." (http://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-will-not-hesitate-to-
amend-forest-act-says-environment-ministry-2019248) 

• Environmental and forest clearances have been delinked to allow work on linear projects, 
such as highways, on non-forest land without waiting for approvals for the stretches that 
require forest land. Defence projects get priority along China borders up to 100km from the 
Line of Actual Control in the sensitive eco zones of the higher Himalayas. The government has 
decided to soften some rules in the Forest Rights Act and Forest Conservation Act to step up 
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economic activities in Naxal-affected states which account for some of the country’s best 
forests and the majority of our tribal population. 

• National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) reconstituted by slashing the number of independent 
members from 15 to just three. This truncated NBWL cleared most of the 140 projects before 
it on August 12. On August 25, the Supreme Court questioned the Centre’s move, ruling that 
“any decision taken by it (NBWL) shall not be given effect to till further orders”. 

• The process of reviewing the National Green Tribunal Act to reduce the judicial tribunal to an 
administrative one has been initiated. Headed by a retired Supreme Court judge or a high 
court chief justice, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) hears all first challenges to 
environmental and forest clearances. “Laws keep changing,” Modi’s environment minister 
Prakash Javadekar has famously justified. 

• The new government has also diluted the Forest Rights Act that requires the consent of the 
local tribal population for diverting forestland. Instead of gram sabhas (village councils) 
certifying that their rights had been settled and that they had consented to projects, the 
district administrations have now been asked to do the same. This exercise must be 
completed in 60 days, irrespective of the number of project-affected villages or the 
complication of the process. Moreover, prospecting for minerals in forests are now exempt 
from having to acquire the consent of local gram sabhas or settling tribal rights. 

• No public hearing for coal mines below 16 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) that want to 
increase output by up to 50% and those above 16 mtpa wanting to expand by up to five mtpa. 
Instead of individual clearances, now mines can seek approvals in clusters. 

• To turn the clock back, the new government is considering as many as 19 amendments to the 
new Land Acquisition Act. These include dilution of the local consent requirement for public-
private-partnership projects, removal of the social impact assessment requirement, delinking 
compensation for land from market value, relaxing the time limit for completing acquisition, 
not returning unutilised lands to the original owners, giving states overriding discretionary 
powers, etc. 

• The new government also approved field trials of 21 genetically modified (GM) crops, 
including rice, wheat and maize (beforeputting it on hold under pressure from the RSS). 

 

The Nagpur Consultation  

The Nagpur consultation was designed in the backdrop of the start changes unfodlding in the tribal – 
forest interface domain. The work of the NTFP EP India network falls within this domain, hence the 
consultation was designed to provide space for broadly discussing the following –  

• To examine where is NTFP EP as a network in context of these changes occurring in the domain 
of tribal forest interface 

• What are the strategies that are working on the ground , what more needs to be undertaken 
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• How does on reposition as a network to addres these myriad changes affecting tribals and 
forests 

• Discuss the future direction 

The discussions  

Each participant was requested to share the prominent issues unfolding in their work area under the 
theme of law and advocacy. The following discussion broadly captures this sharing. 

RCDC  

The prominent issues highlighted by Mr. Biksah Rath of RCDC that the Gram Panchayat are incapable to 
regulate the NTFP traders. There is no system of issuing transit pass towards the forest produce being 
transported. Only license is provided and the traders are supposed to provide info regarding the 
quantity collected. It so happens that neither the traders know it nor the Gram Panchayats know it. 
After the issuance of the State NTFP policy in 2000 all this has started and there is no information on 
how much has been collected and everything is in the dark. Earlier there was a lease system but now 
there is no lease holder. E.g the system around the NTFP called dhatuki phool collapsed due to lease 
holder system being done away with.  There was some advantage of the lease holder system in the form 
of a personal interest being taken by the trader but now the value chain collapsed around this particular 
NTFP. 

There has been some success due to the collectivization of NTFP trade through the cooperatives  as 
there is no transit system required. The problem arises when the facilitating NGOs withdraws and the 
cooperatives or the SHGs feel incapable to carry on. The forest department can’t ask for transit pass as 
the norms have been set like that as per the NTFP policy which brings 69 ntfps under the regulation of 
Gram Panchayats.  

Bikash in context of the Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas Act, 1996 (PESA) added that Odisha 
State Government has formulated rules as per the legal requirement to do so. He also stated that 
currently dominance of FRA has pushed PESA in the background. Under the implementation of the FRA 
he added that individual rights over land are more given in revenue forest areas and not in reserved 
forests. Adding further he said that the titles of the CFR given are not consistent throughout the State of 
Odisha. And another issues is that FRA will not counter the existing acts it is in addition to the other 
forests legislations not above them. This is taken up by the forest department which says that their 
system under the Indian Forest Act, 1927 other regimes will remain in place and FRA cannot overrule 
that.  E.g Lac in all forms will require transit permits. He shared that RCDC has encouraged lac cultivation 
in private lands and if transit permit is demanded that it complicates the process. Lac is not one of the 
69 NTFPs which fall under the control of the Gram Panchayats.  

He also shared that regulation and control over some NTFPs was beneficial  for which he offered the e.g 
of de-regularization and decontrol over NTFPs like Sal seeds has not been beneficial to the people in 
terms of returns.  
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In context of the Biological Diversity Act of 2002 (BDA,  he shared that the intention to protect 
biodiversity is not a priority and the decision making authority is the State Biodiversity Board. The 
Biodiversity Management Committees (BMC) at the local level will be asked for their opinion but the 
decision lies with the SBB. He also added that the BMC are not constituted  in the State of Odisha.  

Gram Swaraj  

Representative from Gram Swaraj Mr. Deepak Pani shared the issues revolving around the 
implementation of FRA in their work areas. He stated that tribal villages are recognized as revenue 
villages but these villages have many hamlets which are not recognized as separate villages as per the 
provisions of PESA. As a result of which under the implementation of FRA some of these hamlets are left 
out. As per PESA all the habitations need to be recognized as indepenedent revenue villages esp in 
scheduled areas.  

Another issue that he shared was the relocation of villages from tiger reserve. Amongst the forest 
department the feeling of winning a war is observed whenever a  village is relocated from tiger reserves. 
Simlipal was the first national park to be declared in the State of Odisha and the issue of relocation was 
a long pending. The Odisha State Government has  changed their R&R policy which has made the 
relocation quite lucrative. The package of10 lac is very alluring to the villages.  

He added further that State Government is in a mission mode to recognize the CFR of 41 village in the 
Simlipal tiger reserve area.  Another contentious Issue that crops up during the implementation of FRA is 
the issue of multi village dependence on a particular patch of forest. Though, he also added that Gram 
swaraj working on this issue and making headway. Rubber plantations for livelihood development are 
being promoted in tiger reserve buffer areas. These were lands where bamboo, millets etc were in 
growing in abundance. He stated that a process of rubber replacing bamboo, millets etc is experienced 
and this affects the food security in name of livelihood security. 

Another peculiar issue that he raised was of the protocol of the Tribal development departmner under 
their Integrated Tribal Development programme, wherein the Tribal development department do not 
have the mandate to consult the gram sabha for their own programmes. Whereas, the Block and Zilla 
Panchayat have the mandate to consult gram sabha while implementing their development programs.  

He also shared the issues revolving around Minimum Support Price (MSP) for Minor Forest Produce 
(MFP) an initiative of Ministry of Tribal Affairs. Under this policy initiative TDCC is appointed as the 
procuring agency for MFP and TDCC provides 2% commission to any NGOs, SHGs, Cooperatives involved 
in the procurement as the presence of TDCC on the ground is  very low. The concern is how this policy of 
MSP will unfold on the ground is a question. Another pertinent concern is how will the system of MSP 
provided to the harvesters is being monitored.  

Kovel Foundation 

Mr. Krishnaraoji of Kovel Foundation shared that they identified that they were not so strong in the law 
and advocacy aspects hence now two people as a special team have been appointed to look at L&A 
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work. Under another project partnering with Oxfam as part of the work on implementing FRA in the 
districts of Rayalseema, in Andhra and in the newly formed State of Telangana 120 CBO have been 
trained and two booklets on FRA and PESA have been published in the local language.  

A contentious issue that he shared was that of the monopoly rights of procuring NTFPs still in the hands 
of GCC. Earlier they had good manpower but now there work load is not being handled properly. There 
are 25 NTFPs are Nationalized produce but GCC is not buying half of them and this adversely affects the 
communities. E.g adda leaf crores of turnover happens, GCC lists it but they never buy. The price given 
in the open market is higher than what GCC provides but such a sale would be illegal because of the 
monopoly purchase policy. Another aspect of this issue is that there is no stakeholder participation in 
procurement price fixation of the NTFPs to be procured. There is no role for primary collectors in the 
process. In reference to the adda leaf example he shared that GCC is not buying but adda leaf is huge 
trade, it is procured by traders with permission from GCC. A percentage charge is levied on such 
procurements which is paid to GCC.  

Another contentious issue of transit permit for transport of NTFPs was shared by Krishnaraoji. He stated 
that forest department demands to know whether the produce being transported is from Vana Suraksha 
Samiti areas or not. The VSS areas are demarcated under the Joint Forest Management programme a 
policy initiative of the MoEF initiated in the 1990 wherein forest protection committees are formed. In 
Andhra Pradesh these committees are known as Vana Suraksha Samiti.  

As a result of this demand NGOs or CBOs wanting to transport NTFPs have to get their produce certified 
by the local VSS. Hence the question that arises here is whether the transit permit is given for the 
produce or to the institution. In this regard the transit permit FRA interface aspects need to be 
understood.  Is there a standardized format for the TP  

Vikasa 

The representative from Vikasa Mr. Vishwanadh shared the issues around money under the national 
rural employment guarantee programme termed  MNREGA is not reaching the people which is affecting 
NTFPs. He also added that NTFP collection should be included under MNREGA programme. He added 
that Coffee and silver oak plantation is being promoted under NREGs – other species are not being 
planted.  

Another issue that he shared with the group was around tribal land alienation especially in the periphery 
of Agency and non agency areas i.e Scheduled and Non scheduled areas. The issue of land alienation in 
the sub plan area which is very close to the agency areas is also a matter of concern. The LTR act of 
Andhra Pradesh needs to be enforced which is not happening  as a resul lot of land is alienated by non 
tribals.  

Adding further he shared the issue of quarries operating near the forested areas. They have identified 
22 quarries in their work area which do not follow the norms laid down in the legal statueare identified. 
Wildlife also getting affected due to the quarry activity in their work area is a matter of concern. Around 
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the issue of Minimum Support Price he stated that there is no MSP policy in Andhra as all the 25 items 
of NTFPs are nationalized items and MSP is not applicable to nationalized items.  

Navi Ummed 

The representative from Navi Ummed Mr. Amit Kulkarni in his sharing of concerns in their work area  
stated that tribal hamlets in the scheduled areas are not declared as revenue villages. The monopoly 
rights scheme of MTDCC is not functioning properly and the price declaration process is also not 
implemented appropriately. MTDCC is only involved in procuring agricultural produce and not producing 
the nationalized NTFPs which are 33 items. He also added that in the districts of Nanded, Yavatmal, 
Gadchiroli, Chandrapur honey is sold to GCC in Andhra Pradesh across State borders which is illegal 

The process of Mahua procurement continues in the old system wherein it has to be sold to a licensed 
trader and this has not changed even after FRA being in place. He shared that in their work area they 
have established mahua banks two villages but while selling they have to sell it to licensed traders only.  

The mahua trade is regulated by the State excise department. The bamboo in the forest areas – is not 
accessible to the people. CFR areas are also not accessible to the community.  

The contentious issue of the Maharashtra State Government recently issuing The Village Forests rules 
was touched upon. The aspect of it being in conflict with the FRA and an attempt to legalize JFM in the 
State was also highlighted. In the context of mahua and its regulation a suggestion was made to conduct 
a comparative study of mahua trade across the States of Chhatisgarh and Maharashtra  and others as 
there are different regimes around this important NTFP. .  

ECONET 

The representatives from ECONET Mr. Jitendra and Mr. Rahul shared about the aspect of Bamboo 
products are being made by tribal artisans but price is not appropriate. The minimum support prices 
policy to be extended to Bamboo was mentioned.  

Prerak  

Mr. Balram Nishad of Prerak shared the issue of a dam being built in their work area and the friction this 
was causing with the implementation of FRA. The affected communities are a PVTG group.  Mobilization 
of the community is very difficult. As more than 40 villages are affected. PESA is applicable to these 
areas. The land title recognized is not according to the FRA .  

The discussion in this regard highlighted the aspects of the gram sabha resolution to protest the building 
of dam would be needed and Environmental clearance and forest clearance is mandatory for the dam 
project to be commissioned. He further added that we as NGOs look at the issues of ecology differently 
and the communities have different aspirations 
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Prakriti  

Mr. Pandurang Hegde of Prakriti shared that the law is changing and the communities are also getting 
weakened and swaying towards the development process. The good laws are being amended and there 
are areas  where people want to collect ntfps but are not able to do so and it is becoming a very 
complex situation. In this scenario the questions that loom large before us are What is the intervention 
strategy. How to move towards a more coherent community.  

Mr. Madhu Ramnath remarked that a stringent regime of managing the resources is essential because 
the communities are inconsistent. And the laws have also become people centric which are not saving 
the remaining resources.  

Ms. Sneh added that our role as NGOs needs to be held and we should not disappear. We should not 
hand over everything to the communities. We should take the roles which are to be undertaken and 
question the communities as well on the use and abuse of resources. 

Mr. Krishnaraoji offered that nowadays many options are available to generate their annual household 
income. The income that comes from NTFPs is going down by 50%. Hence we should look at NTFP plus 
as our intervention strategy and what is that plus that we add to the NTFP related work. He shared the 
example of land from kovel foundation experience wherein the intervention was to take up 
unproductive land and to find whether it could be used for some production and productivity activities. 
He shared the idea of combining forests and farming as a joint intervention process. He also talked 
about building people’s institutions around NTFPs and NTPFS plus..  

 

Day – 1 Post Lunch sessions 

Keystone Foundation 

Ms. Snehlata Nath of Keystone Foundation shared the ongoing Court case in TN in high court which 
retired forest  officials have filed against FRA. She put the need for exploring any legal action  that could 
be taken in this regard. In context of the State of Karnataka she shared the case of confiscation of honey 
by the forest department in the BRT sanctuary area which they contested in the court and got a 
favourable order. In the light of this court case she shared the need to address such scenarios post the 
Community Forest Rights title are recognized. She also shared their experience of the local tribal 
cooperative societies taking objection over the fact that the honey collected in the sanctuary area is 
going to the communities and not coming to their centres. Such issues also need to be addressed as they 
post the threat of becoming legal hassles.  

She added further that the need of the hour is to utilize the legal provisions and strengthen Gram sabha 
as an institution in the field of management, conservation, monitoring of forest resources. Barefoot 
ecology related processes to be taken up in this area for strengthening the conservation regime. 
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While sharing their work in Kerala Sneh referred to the situation of Community Forest Rights under FRA 
not bein recognized albeit the areas under JFM have become CFR areas. Adding further she said that 
landless families have been provided 2 or 3 cents of land especially in the Nilgiri biosphere area. 

She also shared with the group Keystone Foundations recent Interaction with Ministry of Tribal Affairs 
MOTA as part of a project where 9 PVTG communities are involved. She suggested that an advocacy 
process needs to be initiated to establish a special commission within MoTA can be set up to look into 
the implementation of FRA. She also suggested that the conflict vis-à-vis VSS and FRA needs to be 
addressed and if JFM is the route for the financial resources to reach the community then FRA should be 
used to strengthen the people’s based decision making and implementation process.  

While addressing the rights of people the impact on the resource also needs to be monitored and 
addressed.  

RCDC 

Bikash from RCDC shared that the State Government of Odisha has done away with the provision of the 
forrester being the secretary of VSS under JFM this is done to make JFM compatible with FRA and PESA. 
Hence both the posts of president and secretary are held by community representatives. In context of 
Community Forest Management initiatives for which Odisha is well known he added that CFM process 
has gone weak due to institutional gap, generation gap and funding and have been converted into JFM  

At the end of the session the group broadly touched upon the subject of the different International 
treaties signed by India which have a bearing on the tribal forest interface. Some of them that were 
listed were  

• CBD  
• Two international concepts – Biosphere reserve  - UNESCO 
• Indigenous communities.  – UN Declaration on the Indigenous Peoples 
• REDD  and REDD+ - Community Forest International 
• Community REDD system – needs to be understood 
• Forest Plus – programme  

 

At the end of the day the following legal – advocacy issues were sifted out for detailed discussion with 
Advocate Sanjay Upadhyay the resource person for this consultation.  

Issues that need to be discussed further with Advocate Sanjay Upadhyay 

• Transit permits – in the light of FRA – PESA – what is the legal position 
• Inconsistent CFR titles  across the States(Odisha) – FRA exists with other legal regimes –  

complexities, conflicts with other legal regimes 
• In FRA – PESA context -  many Hamlets in a village – revenue village – How does FRA play out in 

this scenario 
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• Issue of multi village dependence on same patch of forest – and CFR claim under FRA 
• Replacement of local species like bamboo, millets – with rubber. Any specific legal recourse 

available – FRA? 
• Monopoly rights of GCC – in context of FRA regime – how does one address this (AP) 
• Nationalized and non nationalized NTFPs – MSP applicable only to non nationalized items of 

NTFPs – Any space in FRA or any other legislations for this issue to be addressed 
• Transit permit – FRA – VSS interface AP scenario – Is there any standardized format for Transit 

permit across the country. 
• Agency and non agency areas.  Land alienation in the  sub plan area. It is very close to the 

agency areas. The LTR act needs to be enforced. Lot of land is alienated by non tribals. (Andhra 
Pradesh) 

• Relocation of communities from protected areas like sanctuary and national parks – utilizing FRA 
– PESA in these scenarios 

• Consulting the Gram Sabha under PESA for development programmes  - ITDP not consulting   – 
legal position on this 

• Quarries and the regulations around them – reserve forests, protected areas etc – what does 
the law say about this 

• License regime of Mahua in Maharashtra  - how do we utilize FRA for addressing this excise 
department control of mahua. 

• The village forests rules of Maharashtra and the FRA – how does one understand the legal 
position 

• Marrying the FRA – JFM regime – hopes, challenges, opportunities etc – the money comes from 
the JFM route while the rights come from the FRA way – is there a need for an interface –  

• Development projects like dams – FRA – how does one utilize the provisions of FRA/ 
• Court case in Tamil nadu – how does one intervene, what legal action can be taken and by 

whom 
• Post CFR -  LAMPS are protesting  - which will lead to legal hassles 
• Food security Act of India – how does NTFPs fit into this, any amendments need to be brought 

up, local knowledge systems, need to analyze this Act from the nutritional security perspective 
• Shifts of Gram panchayats to nagar palikas…..PESA is overcome like that. – 74th Constitutional 

amendment how does one look at this 
• Advantages of PESA over FRA – scheduled areas applicability and FRA in forest land -  
• International Treaties signed by India – and compliance 
• The international treaties that India needs to ratify but has not done 

 

Day – 2 27th September 2014 

The second day of the consultation began with a brief round of introductions as the group was joined by 
Advocate Sanjay Upadhyay who was the resource person for the consultation.  
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He briefly presented the legal challenges that are present in the domain of the tribal – forest interface. 
After the presentation the issues that were identified as contentious in the work areas of member 
organisations of NTFP EP India were taken up for expert inputs from the resource person.  

The following paragraphs capture that discussion  

Discussions with Advocate Sanjay Updhyay on legal issues and concerns  

Transit permits – in the light of FRA – PESA – what is the legal position 

Adv. Sanjay Upadhyay shared that PESA does not address the issue of transit permit.  Transit permit as 
an issue is addressed in FRA especially post September 2012 rules wherein the TP  issuing authority is 
ascertained as the Gram sabha.  

Officially the TP register needs to start shifting to the gram sabha. He also made it clear that this would 
be authorized only till the law extends i.e If CFR are recognized then Gram Sabha can issue the TP  under 
the new rules.  He also clarified that now Nationalized NTFP are no longer a legal category. 

• Answering the query on Inconsistent CFR titles  across the States(Odisha) – FRA exists with other 
legal regimes –  complexities, conflicts with other legal regimes 

He shared hints to basic principles to interpret the legal position in a given situation 

• Examine whether the legal position is in the light of centre versus state, 
•  specific versus generic,  
• recent versus old law  

He also helped us understand the difference between Community Forest Rights and Community Forest 
Resource Areas. Post the September 2012 FRA rules it is imperative that COFR Area is claimed and title 
for that is ensured in order to take up the role of managing, protecting, conserving the forest resources.  

On the issue of Critical Tiger Reserve (CTH) he shared that declaring the CTH does not necessarily mean 
it is inviolate. The officials will have to follow the 6 step process given in the Wildlife Protection Act, 
which begins with the completion of the FRA process in the CTH.  

In FRA – PESA context - many Hamlets in a village – revenue village – How does FRA play out in this 
scenario 

To this query he shared that as part of the September 2012 rules under FRA this has been clarifird and 
the issuance of notification of hamlets in village is the responsibility of the district collector who has to 
act as the agent of the governor in the scheduled areas.  

Issue of multi village dependence on same patch of forest – and CFR claim under FRA 
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The Forest Rights Committees of the villages involved shall have to commit to resolve this by mutual 
dialogue and decision. In case of non agreement then the issue goes to the Sub Divisional Committee for 
resolution 

Replacement of local species like bamboo, millets – with rubber. Any specific legal recourse available 
– FRA? 

To this query Adv. Sanjay Upadhyay answered that the community should claim the CFR and CoFR Area, 
get the title and put a Conservation and management plan in place. He also shared such an intervention 
is a violation of Forest Conservation Act 1980. In those plans rubber plantations are not allowed.  

Monopoly rights of GCC – in context of FRA regime – how does one address this (Andhra Pradesh) 

He replied that per say the GCC is not a bad institution . But the monopolistic rights are not legally 
tenable and are  illegal in light of PESA and FRA.  He also added that one the operational side we should 
be cautious of the economics which we are proposing in lieu of GCC and TDCC etc.   

Agency and non agency areas of Andhra Pradesh and Land alienation in the sub plan area. It is very 
close to the agency areas. The LTR act needs to be enforced. Lot of land is alienated by non tribals. 
(Andhra Pradesh) 

To this query he offered that Land alienation in agency areas needs to be addressed by using the State 
Rules notified under PESA of 2011. In the Non agency areas land alienation act to be used. The Tribal 
Sub Plan Areas can be covered under PESA provisions hence the rules of 2011 under PESA to be applied 
to the TSP areas also 

Relocation of communities from protected areas like sanctuary and national parks – utilizing FRA – 
PESA in these scenarios 

He shared with the group that the people are living in the protected areas and the due process of laws 
needs to be followed in case of relocation. He also added that under the Wildlife Protection Act section 
22 has not been used which talks about the 

Inquiry by Collector - The Collector shall, after service of the prescribed notice upon the claimant, 
expeditiously inquire into  (a) the claim preferred before him under Cl. (b) of Sec.21, and (b) the 
existence of any right mentioned in Sec.19 and not claimed under Cl.(b) of Sec.21, so far as the same 
may be ascertainable from the records of the State Govenments and the evidence of any person 
acquainted with the same. He told the group that this has to be done suo-moto by the collector which 
never happens. We need to push for the suo-moto inquiry.   

Consulting the Gram Sabha under PESA for development programmes  - ITDP not consulting   – legal 
position on this 

To this query his recommendation was to write about this issue and raise it with the concerned 
collector. 
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Quarries and the regulations around them – reserve forests, protected areas etc – what does the law 
say about this 

He explained that PESA does not define minor minerals. At the local level clarify what is the definition of 
the minor minerals and use this to our advantage and define our minor minerals.  

License regime of Mahua in Maharashtra  - how do we utilize FRA for addressing this excise 
department control of mahua. 

The intoxicants are clearly mentioned in PESA which says that Gram sabha and the Panchayats at the 
appropriate levels shall control the use of intoxicants.  Use this provision and accordingly counter the 
excise department law. If the intoxicants are not defined then use that out advantage and define our 
intoxicants.  

The village forests rules of Maharashtra and the FRA – how does one understand the legal position  

Per say Village Forest rules can be made because it clearly mentions that this applicable to non FRA 
areas and there shall be non FRA areas because according to statistics only 2-4% forest  land is under 
occupation by people .  

Marrying the FRA – JFM regime – hopes, challenges, opportunities etc – the money comes from the 
JFM route while the rights come from the FRA way – is there a need for an interface –  

To this query he offered that examining the September 2012 rules it is clear that a level playing field is 
created for this interface. He also added that it is crucial to make the JFM committee accountable to the 
gram sabha and make it a standing committee of the gram sabha.  

Development projects like dams – FRA – how does one utilize the provisions of FRA/ 

FRA recognizeds the rights but there is no provison for extinguishing the right. First step is to come up 
with the establishing FRA. Land acquisition, campa,  

Court case in Tamil nadu – how does one intervene, what legal action can be taken and by whom 

In context of the court case filed in the Tamil Nadu High Court he offered that a Special leave petition 
will have to be filed. And ELDF could be retained for this.  

Post CFR -  LAMPS are protesting  - which will lead to legal hassles 

To this query Adv. Sanjay Upadhyay offered that this conflict is bound to arise as up till now the LAMPS 
were doing the needful in the domain of NTFP procurement and trade. In the post CFR scenario when 
the communities start occupying this space the only way forward is to dialogue with the different 
stakeholders. 

Food security Act of India – how does NTFPs fit into this, any amendments need to be brought up, 
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To this query it was discussed that how do the local knowledge systems reflect in the Act needs to be 
analyzed and also the there is a need to analyze this Act from the nutritional security perspective 

Shifts of Gram panchayats to nagar palikas…..PESA is overcome like that. – 74th Constitutional 
amendment how does one look at this 

In this context one will have to examine whether any rights are being extinguished. If yes then this 
needs to be challenged in the court.  

International Treaties signed by India – and compliance The international treaties that India needs to 
ratify but has not done 

Answering these questions he said that International treaties only have persuasive value and when the 
principles enshrined in these treaties reflect in the statute or decisions than it has value. E.g polluter pay 
principle. The challenge is not the lofty principles but the challenge is to operationalize this on the 
ground. How do we calculate the damage, what are the parameters of sustainabliltiy etc. putting it into 
operation? He added that India has sigend 40 International instruments and every ministry has a nodal 
person in the ministry anchoring the work under these treaties. These need to the followed up as all of 
them make documents  for the conference of parties wherein the Government representatives discuss 
the progress under each of the treaties.  

In context of REDD + he offered that mainly 3 issues need to be understood and intervened  

• Security of tenure  
• Impact on Indigenous People and  
• How do we measure carbon and the mechanisms of benefit sharing 

Conclusion 

 In conclusion he submitted that there is a need for engaging the local authorities and officials in a 
process of raising issues. Many a times we forget to write the letter to the local authorities, bring to 
their notice the violations happening etc and instead rush to write to the prime minister which might 
not help. The discussion also moved on to understand the work done by the law and advocacy desk of 
NTFP EP India network. The group also discussed the possibilities of establishing a collaborative 
relationship with Enviro Legal Defence Firm for hand holding the legal and advocacy issues that emerge 
within the NTFP EP India network. The discussion ended with a vote of thanks 
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28th September 2014 

Field visit to Shivramkhed, Kinwat Taluka, Nanded District 

A field visit to the village Shivramkhed, Kinwat Taluka, Nanded District was organsied with the 
following objectives 

• To understand the process of Community Forest Rights title being claimed 
• To understand the process undertaken under PESA for declaring Shivramkhed as a village and to 

put up the stone edifice explaining the rights of the village under PESA. 

The discussions highlighted the following  

• The process of implementing FRA was riddled with hurdles and bureaucratic apathy. The 
community members initiated the process by putting forth claims for the individual forest rights. 
Gradually moving towards claiming Community Forest Rights under FRA.  

• There are four villages constituting a group Gram Panchayat and the Forest Rights Committee 
(FRC) was formed at the village level in Shivramkhed and not the Gram Panchayat level. As this 
village is a scheduled village hence the provision of PESA which recognizes all habitations as 
village was utilized to form FRC at the village level. This in itself is a meaningful achievement as it 
combines two crucial legislations of FRA and PESA and provides an example of how this can be 
done. 

• An area of 1200 hectares was claimed for establishing the Community Forest Rights and the 
claim has been accepted.  

• The issues of whether bank loans can be availed or not on the individual land titles issued under 
FRA were extensively discussed. The MoTA has issued directions that bank loan can be availed 
but on the ground the implementation of this directive is missing. It was shared by the 
community members that a meeting on this issue was called by SDLC and the matter is under 
discussion. There needs to be a policy at the State Government level to make the directive of 
MoTA operational, so that the banks feel confident to extend loans to the people having 
individual forest right land titles.  

• The next step of claiming the Community Forest Resource Area under FRA is pending which the 
local organisation Navi Ummed and the Community members are in the process of 
implementing. It was discussed that the title for the CoFR Area shall legitimize the right of 
conservation, protection, management of the forest resource as enshrined in the Sec 3 (1)(i) of 
the FRA.  

• Brief discussions on the process of declaring Shivramkhed as a village under the provisions of 
PESA was undertaken and as part of this process a stone edifice has been erected at the 
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entrance of the village which details the rights of the village as enshrined in PESA. The village 
passed a resolution to this effect in their Gram Sabha and have sent copies to the Collector 
office.  

• The meeting ended with a guided tour of the honey processing unit which has been established 
under a Tribal Development Department’s programme. The honey harvesters of the village have 
been provided training to harvest honey in a non destructive manner and as protective gear 
been supplied with a canvas uniform, helmet, gloves etc for carrying out the harvest.  

• The field visit ended with a vote of thanks.  
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	140 projects on truncated wildlife panel's clearance agenda
	Centre open to amending laws to protect tribal rights -Javadekar defended this move saying, “Expansion of coal mines is a different ball game… (without such moves) you are denying them (tribals) the right to prosperity According to sources, deliberati...
	Govt dilutes green norms further, scraps Wildlife Board clearance for projects (http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/fresh-dilution-of-green-norms-114091700027_1.html)
	Mincing no words on alleged moves to amend the Forest Rights Act 2006, the Union Minister of Environment and Forests (MoEF) Tuesday said "if needed" NDA government would amend the FRA Act while stating, "tribals have every right to development and can...
	Environmental and forest clearances have been delinked to allow work on linear projects, such as highways, on non-forest land without waiting for approvals for the stretches that require forest land. Defence projects get priority along China borders u...
	National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) reconstituted by slashing the number of independent members from 15 to just three. This truncated NBWL cleared most of the 140 projects before it on August 12. On August 25, the Supreme Court questioned the Centre’s ...
	The process of reviewing the National Green Tribunal Act to reduce the judicial tribunal to an administrative one has been initiated. Headed by a retired Supreme Court judge or a high court chief justice, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) hears all fi...
	The new government has also diluted the Forest Rights Act that requires the consent of the local tribal population for diverting forestland. Instead of gram sabhas (village councils) certifying that their rights had been settled and that they had cons...
	No public hearing for coal mines below 16 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) that want to increase output by up to 50% and those above 16 mtpa wanting to expand by up to five mtpa. Instead of individual clearances, now mines can seek approvals in clusters.
	To turn the clock back, the new government is considering as many as 19 amendments to the new Land Acquisition Act. These include dilution of the local consent requirement for public-private-partnership projects, removal of the social impact assessmen...
	The new government also approved field trials of 21 genetically modified (GM) crops, including rice, wheat and maize (beforeputting it on hold under pressure from the RSS).

